It’s a very good experience to find yourself being told ‘you’re not quite there yet’ on 680. So you keep on going and you end up in San Hosea. Then you turn around and rush back, but somehow you Lord got us here and everything that could have been thrown against us in the road, car trouble and everything else, (was) so we are very grateful to be here. I kept saying over and over as I were going down the road that this had to be something tonight, some type of fantastic meeting because usually when we are this well fought getting to a place something’s going to take place, so I came in expecting something. I’m sure you were expecting to leave as late as it is but if you must go, as they said go ahead otherwise bear with me I’ll try not to keep you too long. The only complaint that my pastor has against me is that I’m long winded and that the only complaint another pastor had last Sunday night was that I wasn’t long winded enough, he wanted to go till 11. I promise not to keep you that late but anyway. I don’t fool around, so I’ll just start right out. I can only make you one promise that what I’ve got to say is the truth. It won’t seem that way to some of you, it will just seem that I’m either crazy or I’m the biggest liar and storyteller in the world. That’s what our televisions have done to us. They’ve gotten us to a frame of mind that we do not realise the real world around us. When I talk in many youth rallies (and) many of their Christian schools I start right out by tearing their television and rock idols down by personal experiences that I’ve had with them in the occult world and then and from there we try to build them up with real heroes, the number one being Jesus Christ. But I come from a family where I grew up having my own heroes my number one hero was my great, great, somewhere way back there, grandfather named Francis Collins. Francis Collins owned the first ship that the puritans landed in here. It just so happened that 50% of the people on board were also witchcraft people fleeing from Scotland. They were called the Collins’. They were all his family and that’s how witchcraft came to the United States. So when I grew up I was being trained how great my family was that it was the second most important family in the illuminati and the occult world and that someday I’d be very important and so on. So I had my own heroes and television didn’t help much. The reason I’m so down on television is that I grew up around the television world on the inside of it. When I was just a teenager Hollywood paid for my way up to California so that I could bring a couple of dairies that belonged to my family that I had inherited by will as the last male hero of the Collins family. If you wonder why (what’s) with Todd’s? The Collins family changed their name about 100 years ago to “Todd”, to cover up some of the things they had done. But I’m sure some of you will remember the show Dark Shadows? That was the show that paid for me to come to Hollywood to bring the dairies as many of the scripts were taken from actual instances in the dairies and for instance Barnibus Collins was based upon a man named Frances William Collins a revolutionary war hero. When I was growing up in the occult world we were always taught that we had been somebody else before. It wasn’t good enough that we were the person we are now we always had to be a dozen people that we were before. We had to deal with this life and all the ones we had had before and all the ones we were going to have in the future and I was suppose to have been France William Collins. They said that’s who they based Barnibus on, so I wasn’t exactly the nicest guy in the world. I grew up this way. When I was thirteen I was taken into the outer court to be trained as a priest in witchcraft that would have been like your pastor who just stepped off or better yet like your youth director or something. When I was eighteen I was initiated a high priest, that would have made me the Pastor. The same time I became draft exempt. I did not have to go into (military) service but a bunch of us smart allick, young have to correct the pastor not Warlocks but Wizards and Witches, went into the army because we felt the army really needed witchcraft, it just couldn’t get along without us and since the army didn’t think they needed any chaplains that were
witches just kind of went in on our own. So I went on in along with a lot of others, I never did anything half way. I got to Vietnam found out I liked Vietnam so well I was willing to reenlist in fact. I'd already signed the papers to stay for another tour in Vietnam when I became wounded on the last month of the first tour and I was shipped back to the United States. My time was almost up so I was discharged and the same day I re-enlisted. I asked for Vietnam but they said because of my wounds that hand totally healed yet I couldn't go to Vietnam yet so I got Germany. Now I had re-enlisted for six years. Now until the time of my re-enlistment I always thought that witchcraft was just witchcraft there was nothing more too witchcraft than just casting spells, and we were smarter than the Christians and other religions because we really knew who the gods were. We were born with special powers because our ancestors had passed them down to us and all the little stories they like to tell us. Witchcraft was a little different at that time when I first got in too it as a young person, you had to be from a family that had generations and generations of witchcraft in order to be a coven member. At the time you had to have three generations at least. Well the minimum that we had, that I could find was seven so there wasn't any problem and we knew it went past that where they weren't records kept anymore but that was all witchcraft was, as told many people, you know many of you were raised as Christians? and I guess that's why I can't understand why so many of the Christian teenagers are the way they are today if they were raised in this glorious gospel why they are so rebellious, I would have given anything to have been raised this way, but when you were learning the 23rd psalm I was learning the witches chant. When you were reading about Moses opening the Red Sea I was reading J.R.R Tolkien. When you guys were learning different memory versus and so on and the four spiritual laws and the Ten Commandments I was happy to read C.S. Lewis. Of course I've been greatly surprised that Christians read that too but... this is the way I grew up and this is all I believed in that they were mighty gods and we were special people, we were their Priests and Priestesses. Until I re-enlisted. I went to Germany, spent a month home, went to Germany spent another month. Two months out of a six year enlistment. One night while taken drugs and drinking I shot and killed an officer in downtown Stuttgart. Now if there's one thing that the army does not like it does not like its Sargent's killing its officers, they have a quick cure for that, they threw me in solitary confinement. Then as the court martial proceeded on and things began to look like I was going to spend the rest of my life in Lebanon if I was lucky, all of a sudden a riot took place in the stockade and although I was in solitary confinement other people were placed in the same cell with me. One of the men that had been placed in the cell with me had been scheduled to get out that particular day and was held because of the riot, so I kind of talked him in by bribing him a little that if he made a long distance phone call for me and told certain relatives of mine that I was in trouble he'd receive some money for it and I'd be a lot happier. So he called direct to Los Angeles and talked to my foster sister, explained what the situation was and I was sitting back waiting for her to get all these big witches together to cast spells on the judges and make all the officers that were trying me think that I was a real nice guy and that it was self defence and that everything was going to be fine and they'll just let me off. Now that's all that I had ever been taught that witches could do, but three days later my cell doors opened as I was sat there in solitary and I stepped out into the light (for the first time in thirty two days) and I heard some very strange words "You are honourable discharged from the United States Army and the man that was saying them was a Senator by the name of William Saxby, he had a congressmen with him named Wiley and about three or four generals. They were handing me an honourable discharge and on the discharge papers it didn't say I was bad. (It didn't say I had been in jail, it didn't say anything. It gave me all my time and rank security clearances that I had in my possession and explained why I had over five years to
GO IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY. IT JUST DISCHARGED ME HONORABLY. SO I TOOK IT DIDN’T WANT TO ARGUE WITH THEM AND LEFT AND WENT BACK TO THE STATES AND ARRIVED AT MY HOME IN COLUMBUS OHIO AND ASKED MY REAL MOTHER, (I HAVE TWO MOTHERS, A REAL MOTHER AND A FOSTER MOTHER) AND I SAID WHAT TYPE OF SPELL IS SO GOOD THAT YOU MAKE SENATORS AND GENERALS DO WHAT YOU WANT? IT’S A REALLY GOOD SPELL I’D LIKE TO LEARN IT. SHE JUST LOOKED AT ME AND SAID YOU JUST DON’T UNDERSTAND DO YOU? WE DIDN’T CAST A SPELL ON THEM THEIR WITH US. I SAID “OH FAR OUT SENATORS THAT ARE WITCHES.” SHE SAID “NO THEY JUST BELONG TO US”.

AND I DIDN’T UNDERSTAND WHAT SHE WAS SAYING AND I SAID. “WELL WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO NOW? I SAID “I’D LIKE TO TAKE MY OLD COVEN BACK ON AND SO ON”. SO SHE HANDED ME AN ENVELOPE THAT HAD BEEN WAITING THERE. SHE HAD EXPLAINED THAT THERE WAS ONE THERE AND ONE IN LOS ANGELES. THEY DIDN’T QUITE KNOW WHERE I WAS GOING TO SHOW UP. I OPENED THE ENVELOPE. VERY INTRIGUING THING, 200 DOLLARS IN 100 DOLLAR BILLS. A LOT OF MONEY ALSO WAS ONE WAY PLANE TICKET TO NEW YORK CITY. I SAID “WELL WHAT’S THIS FOR? SHE SAID WELL YOU MAKE THE RESERVATION, YOU GET ON THE NEXT PLANE YOU GET OUT OF HERE AND YOU GET TO NEW YORK CITY AND THEY’LL MEET YOU AT THE AIRPORT. I SAID “WELL WHO ARE THEY AND WHERE DID THIS MONEY COME FROM”? SHE SAYS YOU GET THERE AND THEY’LL TELL YOU AND YOU’LL KNOW WHO’S SUPPOSED TO MEET YOU WHEN YOU GET THERE. NOW WITCHES ARE VERY CURIOUS PEOPLE, THAT’S WHY WHEN DO SOME OF THE MOST DEMONIC RITES IMAGINABLE AND OUR HAIR WOULD STAND ON END AND ALMOST TURN SNOW WHITE OVER NIGHT FROM ALL THE SPooky things. WE COULDN’T WAIT TO GET BACK IN THERE. WE WERE ALWAYS CURIOUS WHAT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN NEXT. I GUESS THAT’S WHY SOME PEOPLE LIKE TO GET ON ROLLEROASTER’S AND LIKE TO BE SCARED TO DEATH. IT’S JUST THE WAY WITH THE WITCHES THERE’S REALLY SPooky THINGS GOING ON AND THEY CAN’T WAIT TO GET BACK AND THIS WAS EXTREMELY INTRIGUING. SO I GOT ON THE PLANE AND I FLEw TO NEW YORK. I GOT OFF THE PLANE AND SURE ENOUGH NO PROBLEM WITH RECOGNIZING WHO MET ME. I’D READ HIS BOOKS FOR YEARS IN FACT HE IS THE MAN WHO FIRST CREATED ‘CHRISTIAN WITCHCRAFT’. HIS NAME WAS DR. RAYMOND BUCKLIN HEAD OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY (AT THAT TIME HE ISN’T NOW). GRADUATE OF OXFORD UNIVERSITY, RHODES SCHOLARS HANDPICKED BY THE ROTHSCHILD’S TO LEAD THE ILUMINATI FOR HIM. SO I ARRIVED AND HE TOOK ME TOO HIS HOUSE AND THE NEXT FEW MONTHS I CAREFULLY RERANGED ALL MY IDEAS FOR ME. HE TOLD ME ALL THE THINGS THAT I HAD LEARNED ABOUT WITCHCRAFT WERE JUST STORIES WE TOLD THE LOWER PEOPLE AND WHERE I THOUGHT THERE WAS ONLY THREE LEVELS AND I WAS AS HIGH AND AS POWERFUL AS A WITCH COULD GO HE ASSURED ME THEY WERE THREE MORE. I GUESS I SHOULD HAVE BACKED OFF THEN. I GUESS IF I’D BEEN LIEDED TO THE FIRST TIME MAYBE I’D BE LIEDED TO THE SECOND TIME BUT AS I SAID WITCHES HAVE AN INCURABLE CURiosITY THEY’VE GOT TO FIND OUT EVERYTHING SO I LET HIM TRAIN ME AND HE EXPLAINED TO ME SINCE I WAS A MALE COLLINS AND I WAS IN THE COLLINS FAMILY THAT I HAD A POSITION TO TAKE. (HE SAID) THAT THERE WAS A BOARD OF DIRECTORS THAT CONTAINED A GRAND DUDICUL COUNCIL WHICH CONTAINED THIRTEEN OF THE MOST POWERFUL WITCHES IN THE WORLD AND THAT MY PLACE WAS ON THAT COUNCIL AND I SAID “OH” YOU KNOW “GREAT WHEN DO I TAKE IT?”. WELL HE SAID SOMEBODY JUST DIED. I KIND OF ALWAYS WANTED WHETHER HE JUST DIED OR THEY SHOT HIM OR SOMETHING YOU NEVER CAN TELL WITH THE ILLUMINATE, BUT HE SENT ME TO LOS ANGELES. I STUDIED FOR SIX MORE MONTHS WITH MY FOSTER MOTHER HOLDING A KIND OF TEMPORARY RANK ON THIS COUNCIL AND THEN TAKING UP THE COLORADO SPRINGS AND INITIATED, AND I DO BELIEVE THAT WHEN I TESTIFIED HERE LAST TIME I EXPLAINED WHO THE PERSON WAS WHO HANDED ME THE CEREMONIAL KNIFE FOR THAT CEREMONY, ANOTHER SENATOR NAMED GEORGE MC Govern. YOU MIGHT BEFORE THE NIGHT GETS OVER START TO REALIZE THAT WASHINGTON ISN’T AS BAD AS YOU THOUGHT IT WAS WORSE. THE CEREMONY BY THE WAY WAS HUMAN SACRIFICE AND THE LEADER OF THAT CEREMONY THAT NIGHT WAS GEORGE MCGOVERN. THAT’S WHY WHEN WE DID THE BROKEN CROSS WE DREW HIS PICTURE INTO THE BROKEN CROSS AS A PERSON PRACTICING HUMAN SACRIFICE, BUT AFTER THE CEREMONY I WENT DOWN TO SAN ANTONIO DECIDED THAT WOULD BE THE PERFECT PLACE. I MOVED INTO SAN ANTONIO TO WATCH ALL THE DRUG TRAFFIC IN THE AREA AND I WAS GIVEN A THIRTEEN STATE AREA. IT TOTALLED OUT TO ABOUT 65,000 INITIATED
Witches and Wizards, Priest and Priestesses. Now that's just the staff of the church, that's not the congregation. So if there's that many ministers in that area you can imagine what the population is and California (where as most of the Grand Druids have many states like I did, I had thirteen), California has a grand druid all to itself. (That's) because there's that many witches in California. In fact it's the most populated area in the world for witchcraft and the Bay area's (just) happen to have the most, but, anyway this is where I lived. I only left it eight times a year to attend what we call 'Council Meetings'. Now I'll give you an idea. Monday was one of those council meetings. They hold them eight times a year. May (the) first they held a council meeting and from our information they held it in San Francisco, so you were kind of close too it this time. Things went along fine I enjoyed the money, power, I always thought they were kind of weird because they kept talking about controlling the world and I thought 'let's stay back with witchcraft you know this world government thing that's a little weird witches are never going to control the world', and finally on Aug the 1rst 1972 things changed. A courier from the London Embassy, a member of our Unites States State Department arrived with a courier document pouch, sealed with the crest of the of the State Department. (He) brought it through customs unopened (nobody could touch it), brought it in to San Antonio and I was hosting the meeting this time. It was on Lattimus?, Aug (the) 1rst. The man came in, laid the pouch down in the temple room up in the casino building, walked out and left it. He wasn't to know what was in it. The door was locked, security guards were placed on the outside and Doctor Bucklin took up what's called the atomay? The witches ceremonial knife. He slit open the seal, unlocked everything and took out six letters. We'd seen letters like this before, no big deal. It had the crest of the illuminati which is on which is on the back of your one dollar bill, so you can look at it later, on them sealed and waxed, Red Wax. The only problem was that the first four were standard business, they only contained cheques, you know bribed cheques and so on. Usually bribed cheques start at about five hundred thousand dollars to give you an idea and work up into the millions but they've got almost all the money in the world why should they worry? You spend a five dollar bill and you panic for what a five dollar bill feels like to you a million dollars feels like for them so believe me they have the financial strength to do it. The 5\textsuperscript{th} one was totally different, it's very thick, about 30 pages and it was hand written. Now according to the laws of witchcraft if anything is religious it must be written in a special ink, in a dipped pen, in the persons who's writing it, owns hand writing nobody ... You know you don't dictate, it doesn't get typed up, nobody writes it for you. You know in the illuminati the Rothschild's are not human they are not just the richest family in the world they are gods in human bodies more or less the counterfeit of what Jesus Christ was when he was on the earth. They are the sons and daughters of lucifer in human body and his wife and so on. So this council that I was on is the private priesthood of those gods and when those gods talk the priests listen, and the priestesses listen and they tell political people. That's why a handful of witches have so much power over so many political people because they are simply just like a tape recorders for some very powerful people that everybody else considers to be holy and to be gods. So we opened this one in Philip Rothschild's handwriting and it was the same... You know like the gods sent their own private message. So we opened it up. Doctor Bucklin started reading it. It's a chart. A friend of mine Doctor Tom Berry has placed that chart in a 30 page book and we are proofing it now and Doctor Stuart Crane is going to publish it and we hope to have it in Christian hands by about three months. It's a step by step plan, beginning in 1973, the first of the year to the end of 1980 to take over the world by taking over the United States. And before you think that impossible I've watched the news over the past five and a half years and their not only on schedule but they are a year ahead of schedule and when I told people this five years ago they thought I was crazy, like a lot of people think now when ...
told them that we were supposable not going to have any fuel, (although we were going to have it, -

..e the government had plenty) and that the gasoline prices were going to go sky high. I even told

them a crazy story that the farmers were going to go on strike and the coal mines were going to close

down. Now I wonder where I could have gotten a crazy idea like that. And I was saying it five years

ago. Only when I went on the east coast this time nobody was laughing because they were getting

cut back on electricity and people were only working twenty hours a week because there wasn’t any

coal. So after reading this I though these people are really crazy you know crazier and crazier but I

stopped laughing when I read the sixth letter. It was in Phillip Rothschild’s handwriting too and I want

to say something. The Mormon doctrine and the witchcraft doctrine are almost identical in how the

world began. According to the witches lucifer chose his son and his daughter who were married

came to the world and lead the rest of his little kids down here. Believe it or not they are supposed to

have landed in a flying saucer... and they landed here and man was more or less assuming their

shape from apes and they intermarried with man and thats how...(well the original people were the

witches that arrived and their children became the witches and the ones they didn’t marry with were

the mortals. If you remember ‘Bewitched’ you remember the doctrine of witches and mortals. Now

that may seem a little crazy to you but they firmly believe it, and that Adam (that had the ability to

turn back into other life’s again like everybody else) did not because the evilness of man settled into

the garden and that’s why the garden was bad. There’s no original sin according to witches and

lucifer had planned to come and live in this world along with his children but he couldn’t because of

all the evilness of man and when they say this I feel they almost want to write Christians sometimes

the way the doctrine goes but Adam would come back to bring peace to the world and to unpolulated

it so that his father could come back. Now that’s their doctrine and when the 6th letter said ‘We have

found Adam to be in the world and that he is ready to make peace so that his father can return’, I

knew enough about revelations in the Christian bible to say ‘hey I’m in the wrong camp’ now I asked

a very stupid question in that moment I said “Isn’t this in the Christian bible?” Now witches teach you

the Christian bible is an absolute lie created by the God of evil named Jesus. When I asked that I

almost got lynched...So I said “Well you know I’m just kidding don’t worry about it I was just joking

trying to lighten things up.” They calmed down. I left, did some more drugs. Now I was doing about

150 dollars day worth of crystal speed at the time. I weighed about 149/8 pounds and after looking

at some of my rock friends like David Crosby who doing 200 dollars a day worth of drugs now I firmly

believe that if the Lord had not have saved me I probably wouldn’t have made it another year. At

that time from Aug 1rst over the next thirty days I thought of nothing but how to get out but even

though I realised that the Christian bible was telling the truth it just never dawn on me, because of

the spirits inside me that if it was telling the truth in that, then salvation and Calvary were real also.

So I went on trying to think of a dozen places I could go hide in this world and marking off any one

they’d find me. Any place I’d go and deciding since, if I died I’d just come back in another life and that

wouldn’t be too good if they were running the world so what was I going to do? Finally God, the Lord

Jesus. I want to say that because I come from a world where lucifer was supposed to have been god

too. Finally, the Lord Jesus Christ started moving for (this the best way I know how to put it). I don’t

believe in accidents I don’t believe my salvation or anybody else’s was an accident I believe in God

incidences. I believe God sets in motion the things to bring you about. You still have the choice but

many of you that don’t know him tonight the Lord brought you here whether you know it or not,

more over you were brought here by praying friends and relatives. A man found his daughter (a

pastor by the name of Smith) found his daughter an initiated witch shortly thereafter. Who he told

me later “I couldn’t believe it here I was I went to bailer university I was a minister in a Southern
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Baptist Church and Bailer did everything but hit me over the head that there was no devil no witches no demons in this day and age”. Much like many of the fundamental Bible Colleges I know today. He said “So I had to re-learn all over again. Instead of taking mans ideas I took the word of God. I found that Deuteronomy 18-19-20 gave a list of witchcraft in the occult world and that Acts 16, 17, 18, 19 gave the power over witchcraft what its power was and how to handle its power and the power over it. Which is the taking authority over the devil and the demons that are in witches that’s how they get their power. The stronger the witch the more demons that they have allowed in. When they take a young person and they train then for witchcraft, they give them ...(lovingly I guess) call it homework. They give them assignments, what they are to do. And these assignments tear down every moral fibre and training that the person has and just literally they become a human challis.

They fill up with up with demons and as they do these things they break down all the barriers holding the devil back and when they are done they have a very programmed very brainwashed and very powerful supernatural witch or wizard. So he prayed and he fasted, and he heard Jack Howe the other day...and I guess I never realised until I heard him how little Christians pray and fast. He’s been round Christians a long time and has only met a handful of praying and fasting Christians and I can believe it (all) the more but the minister prayed and he fasted he said “God let me cross Lance Collins’ path.

That was my occult name. He prayed and he prayed and finally he felt this is the time and he got up one Moring Saturday Morning a few days before labour day on 1972 and he went down town and he started going through the occult stores. Now I was never in the occult stores there much and the one building that I lived in there were two occult stores in that building, (in) down town San Antonio. One day, one of the managers that Saturday Morning had had an overdose of drugs (and) was critical and couldn’t make it in and I had to go unlock the place for the sales girl to come in and I just unlocked,(the door) got all the cash fixed up and everything, (and) was getting ready to leave...

hadn’t been there more than five minutes and this pastor came in. I knew he was a Baptist the moment he walked through the door. He carried a big black bible. You have to be in Southern Texas to understand. They don’t go anywhere place without a big black Thompsons or something like that we carry Schollie up here they carry Thompson’s down there as one pastor said I like a rapid fire bible but he came in and I remember telling Lynda the girl that was with me “Oh boy here comes trouble.” he walked up and he said I’m looking for Lance Collins and I kind of braced myself and I said “I’m lance Collins can I help you?” he said “I want to tell you about the love of Jesus” I said “I don’t want to hear it. You take your Christian garbage and you go somewhere else.” I made the words very distinct. So he started preaching anyway he figured he was there, he just dug his heals in and opened up. Well I gave him about two sentences and the spirits in me took over and started cursing, he just kept on preaching so I started reciting chants, demonic chants out to block what he was doing usually it got Christians scared (and) they ran off but he didn’t budge he stopped and he said “Well I see in Ephesians 6-12 I’m not warring against Lance Collins I’m warring against the demons inside of him well since they want to talk to me I order them to be silent in the name of Jesus.” And he just started in a very powerful pray pleading the blood of Jesus Christ and finally ending with this, “I order in the name of Jesus the devil to stop given you any power of witchcraft and to stop given you any of his benefits and took one look at me and saw that I was on drugs and said stop given you drugs.” Now parents listen to me if your kids are on drugs and you’ve got a problem stop preaching to them just order the demon inside them and the devil to stop supplying them with drugs you’d been surprised.

We’ve done it how fast the pushers and dealer there getting their drugs from get busted all of a sudden...try it works and when he was done he said “Now I’m going to pray and fast for you Lance until you get saved tonight.” And I don’t know why I said it (just said). “You crazy guy don’t do that.
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don’t do that.’ I remember I told dozens of witches ‘I’m going to pray and fast until...’ ‘Don’t do that, don’t do that...’ ‘One thing a demon does not like is pray and fasting. He turned around and walked off...’ One thing that had intrigued me, I kept trying to convince myself that I had shut up to listen to him because he was so weird but what it was, was simply he had taken authority over the demons and I had shut up and I had heard the whole thing. I went on upstairs very shaken and not knowing why...’ Very sick, never felt like this. I’d never felt like this in my life. I’d never come up against a Christian like this. Usually I’d say I’m a witch and they couldn’t wait to get into the nearest bomb shelter or crawl under the bed or get the straight jacket out. Well something about my eyes back then. They never questioned when I said I was a witch they just took off running. So I went up stairs took out my drugs my needle, did a fix. No problem (I’d sent all the rest of my drugs out that night a big shipment that we had stored around the area to other States because we had a huge shipment coming in that night). I said ‘Boy this will teach that dumb preacher. I ought to go over and drop a kilo of it on his door just to teach him that the devil doesn’t exist and that I don’t get my drugs from the devil and he can’t stop me from getting drugs. Besides there nothing wrong with drugs’, (I was just literally dying eaten away from it). ‘There’s nothing wrong with drugs.’ This is how the young people are today their friends are over dosing. I’ve talked with people 14-15 (year olds) I’ve said. ‘How many friends do you lose every year?’ ‘Oh, 10-20 they overdose on Angel Dust* or something Killer Weed*, different things but there’s nothing wrong with drugs’. I had to ask one girl why she was so bunged out and she said. ‘This is the fifth girlfriend who has ended up in the mental hospital not knowing who she is for taking Acid and having a bad trip’, I said ‘Well do you take it?’ she said ‘Sure but I don’t have any bad trips, there’s nothing wrong with Acid.’ ‘When I got saved I didn’t have a friend that wasn’t even in jail or wasn’t dead. It will do something to you to walk into your friend’s apartment and see them laying on the floor, needle still in their veins and dead from an overdose or from strip nine being added to the drug because they wanted them out of the way. I went on upstairs and I went on and I did the drug. Not to worry more drugs were coming in, accept midnight my phone rang. I was still speeding I hardly ever slept hardly ever eat, answered the phone and I said ‘Yeah what’s going on? Private number I knew it had to be somebody that knew it, and they told me a story I didn’t like too (they said they’d) paid off the border patrol (and that) everything was taken care of, standard run of drugs, accept that night the ATF had heard that some illegal aliens were coming across the border. They called all the border patrol over from their regular stations and had put on reserve units and the guy was so spaced out (he’d sampled a little of pure speed). There were three huge cartons this big close to a million dollars worth of speed in the back of the car just sitting on the back seat with the lid off where everybody could see it. He wasn’t worried. Drove up to the thing, the guy wielded out a gun and says ‘Your under arrest’. It was all over in a matter of moments. I’m sure he never realised what happened. It was all because a preacher took authority over the devil. When I got that call it (all) came flooding back. You know ‘this guys weird you know here he is stopping my drugs’ I thought ‘no, no that just an accident.’ But it had never happened before. So I realised after about... You know calming down about the situation that I was going to be going through withdrawal pretty soon so I made some local calls. Nobody had anything. Most people round there were on Heroine* and not Speed. So I made some out of State calls and finally found in the State of Ohio that some of the drugs we had sent off had arrived and they would get them down here but it would be Tuesday morning because of legal police action they were having up there, but that’s too long for somebody on drugs as bad as I was. Sure enough by Monday night I didn’t know who I was anymore but I was determined I was going to get drugs no matter what I had to do. I got a hand gun, went to my car...’ started the car... started to drive out. I was going to every area around...
that I knew. If I had to kill the person I was going to get drugs and I wrecked the car trying to get out
of the parking lot. I just got out the car left the gun and everything. Just sat there started walking
down the street kind of in a daze trying to get myself together and came upon a movie theatre, (the)
big bright lights attracted me. (I just paid my money, wasn’t paying attention to the movie just
went on in and got about three rows back right from the screen. Here was some idiot up there
waving a bible all over the place and flash bulbs going off and it was a movie called The Cross and The
Switchblade and I was as mad about this... ‘What am I in too now and stuff’ and so on. I started
getting intrigued with the character named Nikki Cruz and I guess I probably got everyone in that
theatre mad at me because I kept yelling at Dave Wilkerson. ‘Stay away from him preacher stay
away from him leave alone he’s just fine the way he is.” All the way through the movie cursing
this guy out and telling him to leave Nikki Cruz alone. Finally, something very weird happened. Now I
knew that Christians talked about being born again but then born again was a phrase used by the
Masons and a phrase used by the Witches it didn’t mean anything, but we had been taught by the
Doctrine of Astrology (which by the way it takes three things to practice witchcraft, Astrology, Herbs
and Jewry or Talismans’. So Witchcraft and Astrology I learnt from a very early child and one thing I
was taught was, I was born a set personality. The stars had decided what my personality was going
to be like and there was, no way, no right in witchcraft, no nothing that would ever change my
personality. If I was bad, (I didn’t consider myself too bad and after all I could have been a Christian
and that would have been terrible, (jonnie is being facetious here, refering to how witches hate the
idea of even being referred to as a Christian). So I sat there and I watched him and he changed he
wasn’t just saying I’m born again he changed. Now listen to me tonight if you walked the aisle and
you’d given heart to God and there wasn’t a complete turnaround a complete change and you went
back to the way that you were five minutes before you walked that aisle something is wrong. I’m not
a Billy Graeme that will have you say three words and will say you’re saved. It’s in the fruit and if
there has not been a change in your life something’s wrong. And I got up and I walked out of that
theatre in utter confusion. Here was another thing that was in the word of God that was happening.
I walked on out, a man walked up, (about a dozen of us were walking out of the theatre at one time).
He walked up and he passed one track out and he gave it to me he turned around didn’t say much he
said “This is for you.” He turned around and walked off. The track was called ‘Bewitched’, I sat there
and I read it. ‘This guys pretty smart he said that bewitched was put on by the witches. I said (to
myself) ‘Well I knew that my foster mother was one of the producers, I practically grew up on the
set.” I sat there and (I looked at) the rest of the track. ‘Ouija boards being run by demons?” Well we
knew that that’s why witches didn’t use Ouija boards we let the Christians use it. So I read on but the
one thing I could not get over was this Hell thing, with the flames and the devil because witches don’t
believe in the devil Satanists do not witches, so I said ‘Ahh this guys so right but he’s probably a
dumb Christian’ and threw it in the water walked on. I Started to go back to my apartment, got into
the casino building, heard the music coming from one of our night clubs there called the ‘Club
‘Aquarius’. I decided to go on over, nobody there that I knew accept the staff, so I went on back and
locked the door to the mangers office and I sat down I said ‘I got to think this thing out. I got too talk
to a Christian.’ (I was talking to a man today, Jack Chick and he was going over all the people that he
had found in his investigations that were on the illuminati’s pay all, that were ministers, suppose to
be fundamental ministers. I said “I know Jack.” He knew my testimony. I said “My biggest problem
was I spent two hours trying to think of a pastor in the town that we did not have on our pay all.”
They were pastors, (however) that’s why I didn’t know them because they weren’t on our pay all.
Then finally I remembered that just the night before one of our witches, which was a prostitute in
the area in downtown San Antonio. (She) had come in screaming in the Club Aquarius and I wasn’t in
the mood to hear any screaming particularly from her at the moment, going through withdrawal but
she was complaining that she was going bankrupt and what the problem was (her area was over by
the greyhound bus station, and she’d be over there prostituting and some idiots from a Christian
coffee house would come over and preached to the guys as she was propositioning them). That can
really put you out of business. I mean no servicemen is going to walk off with a prostitute with
somebody telling him about Hell at the same moment. So she decided we had to do something about
the place and I told her to get lost but I remembered it, I said (to myself) “Well that’s only eight
blocks away and its only 2 a.m. in the morning, nobody can be in bed at two in the morning, (witches
are nice people you know) (so I) took off walking on over there. The place had a reputation of its
own. Just three months earlier it had been a polet’s place show bar with strippers in it in fact. This
preacher said “Enough is enough we don’t need this down here.” He goes in jumps up on the bar
stool on the bar, shoves two strippers in the middle of their act off the bar and starts preaching.
Fifteen minutes later the two strippers had pulled the curtains down off the wall (and) wrapped them
around them selves kneeling down at the bar, given their heart to the Lord. (They are still Christians
this day by the way I know them). (So) the man and women that owns the place is praying given their
heart to the Lord, three members of the four piece band and two of the three bar tenders and about
fifteen of the customers. That’s a quick revival. I’d like to have a revival that quick. So I went on over
there now they had turned the deeds of this place when they had got saved. This is what I mean
about change in your life. They could have rented the building out. They took the deed and they gave
it to one of the Baptist churches in the area and said ‘Do what you want you want with it’. Just
turned it into a Christian Coffee house. What better way? So I went over opened the door and it was
suppose to closed at midnight. It’s on the sign but the doors are unlocked and one guy was there
bent over the coke fountain, (you know they’d changed the booze over for coke that what’s many
Christian have done) and he was sitting there working on the coke fountain and I went on in and we
started talking and he started witnessing to me. Now I have nothing against the four spiritual laws or
any set plan like the Roman trail or anything like this, they are fine. They’ve won thousands of souls
but that particular plan didn’t mean anything to me I wasn’t even interested in it because mainly I
didn’t believe totally the word of God and I wanted something that would deal with my immediate
problems and I wasn’t hearing anything. Finally, he realised that he needed some help so he called
up the pastor. Now as everybody knows, nobody calls their pastor at three in the morning do they?
No just all the time. So he called him up and the pastor said we’ve been praying and fasting for this
guy along with other churches as well, get right on him. I imagine he probably called up a bunch of
people then he came back and said ‘Now Lord this is out of my hands, the man’s name was Claude
Elmet. He said “This is out of my hands I don’t know the first thing about witchcraft, I don’t know the
first thing about the devil’s kingdom but you do, and he quoted Luke chapter ten, where the Lord saw
the devil fall from heaven. We had power over the devil. He said ‘You were there when it happened,
you educate me right now what scriptures do I give this man?” And he said I’d like to read you
something and he opened his bible to 2nd Timothy 1:7. It is the best scripture in the world to witness
to anybody in the occult because when you are in the occult there is one thing that you do not have.
You do not have a mind without fear. Twenty four hours a day, you live in a nightmare world and
you try to convince yourself by brainwashing yourself that you’re not unhappy and he sat there and
he said ‘God can remake your mind and take away the fear.’ And when he said take away the fear I
said, “Let’s get with this thing right now”. And he started praying with me and helped me in the pray
of salvation and I remember when I closed my eyes I said “Lord I want your forgiveness, I want miss
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Hell. I believe in it now, but I want you to take this fear out of my life.” I was shaking, scared to death somebody was going to walk through the door any time and see me in this place and report me. I said, “Lord take the fear away” and when I got up out of there I didn’t have any fear. In fact I went back went right back in my apartment and sat down. Took a bible with me and when I went down, the next day I was reading the bible walking into the occult store. The fear was so far gone I almost got myself killed. When God does it he does it right. Now we’ve been trying to minister to people in the occult for a long time we’ve really been spending our wills for five and a half years. We gotten about five hundred people saved, about fifty of them have been killed. When I was here last time we’d been in pray for about two weeks for an idea that we felt would work and that was a retreat for those in the occult to go too. This Monday on their new years day, it couldn’t have been arranged better we didn’t do it on purpose but it was perfect. When their whole grand druids were meeting our rehab centre opened. The first candidate is already in it right now. Coming from Marilyn is a girl that is the second most powerful person that had ever left the illuminate, Philip Rothschild’s own girlfriend, (his) teenage girlfriend [is] leaving. She left the occult from the 11th riches family. TAPE END.